
There’s a new hum around our office and excitement is building 
as we get ourselves organised to provide training for protecting 
yourself online.  We’ll be keeping the groups small, up to five 
people, and run the program up to three times a week.  

The program will outline how to protect yourself online includ-
ing your personal security, finances and how to lock down your 
devices and cater to adults of all ages.

Sessions will also cater to parents and their child’s online 
presence, outlining simple tips and tricks for online safety and 
parent’s peace of mind; together with how to configure age
appropriate settings and the ability to non-invasively monitor 
your child’s online activites and screen time through parental 
controls. 

Where applicable programs can be paid for with NDIS funding.

We’ll have more details by the end of March! 

Whipped on Minecraft

Emily often asks us to play Minecraft with her and Amanda has 
taken up the challenge.  The passion that spills out over their 
Skype session is a mixture of laughter and tears,  but always ends
with them learning something new about the game and 
empowering Emily to be an effective communicator and leader.

Hope you all have a great week.  We’ll see you soon!
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for supporting locals.  We do it because

#WeLoveWhatYouDo

#HelpUsHelpOthers

We PIF Friday afternoon between 4-7pm on Facebook @ Panania Community Group

www.everythingit.tech

This week’s PIF: iPhone 7...

No matter what your idea of success is, it begins with 
a single idea; often a simple idea and something 
you are passionate about.  Never underestimate the 
things that drive you being your starting point.  All 
that can stand in your way is fear, lack of preparation 
and giving too much control of your success away.

#NeverSayNever to having faith in yourself, stepping 
into your fear and creating a life that fulfills you.

Success begins with a single idea
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